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No-more-than-once per cell cycle initiation of DNA replication 
is a golden rule to maintain genome stability and guarantee cell 
survival. In our recent work we discovered that small genome frag-
ments of about 200 bp are repeatedly synthesised at human DNA 
replication origins at the time of origin firing during S phase in 
normal cells. Rereplicated DNA fragments coincide physical and 
temporarily with replication origin activity, implying that their 
generation is intimately associated with the initiation of DNA 
replication. This unexpected finding may provide a new framework 
to study replication origin regulation.

Accurate chromosome duplication is an absolute requirement 
for the survival of proliferating cells. To ensure that their genomic 
content is completely replicated and only once, cells have devel-
oped a repertoire of mechanisms, one of the beautiful examples of 
how to achieve robustness by an array of pathways.1 In eukaryotes, 
DNA synthesis initiates from numerous regions called DNA replica-
tion origins (ORIs) which are recognized by the origin recognition 
complex (ORC) that, together with Cdc6, binds ORIs from late 
mitosis-early G1. ORIs are then licensed for replication by the 
recruitment of Ctd1 and the MCM2-7 complex (forming the pre-
replicative complex, or pre-RC) on an ATP-dependent manner. 
Finally, DNA replication initiates by the activation of the helicase 
activity of the MCM2-7 complex by the cdk2 and DDK kinases.2 
To prevent that ORIs could be re-licensed once S phase is initiated, 
and to therefore avoid rereplication, the formation of new pre-RCs 
is inactivated until the next mitosis. In mammals, inhibition of new 
pre-RC formation during S phase mainly occurs by repression of 
Cdt1, which can be achieved through several mechanisms, including 
association with its inhibitor geminin and degradation by the protea-
some.3 Failure to repress Cdt1 gives rise to rereplication, activation of 
DNA damage checkpoints and cell arrest before mitosis.

In contrast to this currently accepted scenario, our recent work 
demonstrated that the activation of ORIs during S phase in normally 

proliferating cells generates short DNA fragments that undergo 
several rounds of replication in a single cycle.4 Rereplicated frag-
ments are double-stranded 100–200 bp long DNA molecules, have 
5'attached RNA primers and derive from the nucleosome free-region 
that surrounds the transcription start sites of active promoters associ-
ated with ORIs (Fig. 1). Importantly, overproduction of short DNA 
fragments is strictly linked with the time of firing of specific ORIs 
during S phase, suggesting that this phenomenon is a constituent step 
during the activation of properly licensed ORIs. Our work implies 
that controlled rereplication of short genomic fragments falls below 
the level of detection of the DNA damage checkpoints. Derangement 
in the control of this restricted level of rereplication due to Cdt1 
overexpression,5 unbalance in the stoichiometry of the Cdt1-geminin 
complex,6 or oncogenic stress7-8 could cause unscheduled fork 
progression, extensive rereplication and checkpoint activation.

The unexpected finding of these presumably abortive DNA 
replication products raises exciting questions about the mechanism 
of initiation of DNA replication and its regulation that may provide 
novel insights to address replication origin control. An important 
issue is whether rereplication of short molecules is a necessary step for 
ORI activation or is a consecuence of another event. One possibility 
is that rereplication could be mechanistically linked to the process 
of transcription as rereplicated fragments derive from a short region 
exactly adjacent to the transcription start sites of expressed genes.4 
We found rereplicated DNA molecules at all six ORIs analysed but 
in all cases those ORIs colocalized with active promoter regions. 
Five of the studied ORIs mapped at promoters associated with CpG 
islands and are highly expressed in all cell lines analysed. The sixth 
one, the well-characterised β-globin ORI, is not associated with a 
CpG island and the rereplication rate we detected correlates with the 
transcriptional status of the gene, suggesting that active transcrip-
tion stimulates rereplication. It is possible that the presence of a 
short region of unwound ssDNA generated by the DNA-scrunching 
mechanism of transcription initiation can facilitate the process of 
rereplication at the onset of S phase.9-10 A even more interesting 
possibility is that the RNA primer used for the replication of these 
DNA fragments could be synthesised by the RNA polymerase II, as 
can occur during the replication of the M13 bacteriophage.11 Such 
an opportunistic mechanism might explain the paradox of mamma-
lian ORIs maintenance through evolution in despite of the fact that 
ORIs have complete sequence degeneracy and only a subset of them 
fire in each S-phase.12,13
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Rereplication of DNA replication origins

Abortive rounds of replication coinciding with the burst of acti-
vation of the ORI are reminiscent of the well-known mechanism of 
transcription initiation and elongation.14 Similarly, DNA synthesis 
might proceed by a two step mechanism: (i) an inefficient initiation 
step, producing short abortive replication intermediates spanning 
the nucleosome-free region of the promoter-ORI (licensed by the 
Ctd1-geminin complex6) and (ii), a processive elongation step, 
which might need the recruitment of chromatin remodelling factors, 
like the FACT complex15 (Tan et al., 2006), and would inactivate 
the ORI by the binding of additional free geminin.5 Whether this 
hypothetical scenario applies to DNA replication, which are the 
molecular players of the rereplication process and the implications of 
this mechanism for ORI regulation awaits elucidation.
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Figure 1. Rereplicated fragments are generated by reiterative DNA synthesis and extrusion. A region of chromosomal DNA containing a replication origin 
is shown. MCM2-7 complexes are represented by blue rings and positioned nucleosomes are represented by red cylinders. Rereplicated short DNA mol-
ecules could be generated by repeated extrusion of the two complementary newly synthesised DNA strands by fork reversal16 (A) or by reinitiation due to 
reiterative loading of MCM2-7 complexes resulting in replication forks running into the previous ones5 (B). In either case, released DNA molecules would 
fulfil the characteristics depicted in the box.4


